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I'm too Grown 

Ellen Joseph

I'm too grown for butterflies
Too grown to be tripping 
Falling 
Checking who's texting calling  
You
I got kids to raise
Bills to pay
Working everyday
Tablet Counting on them trays...
So if you think 
Youll cover my eyes
Buttering my thighs
Eating my cheese and cracker pie
That won't fly
Why?

Because, I already told you
I'm too grown for butterflies
Too grown to be tripping 
Falling 
Checking whos texting calling 
You
I got college funds to build
I can't wait on a will
And if you don't know how the groceries got off 
them shelves 
Don't come over expecting a fill
FYI I got no Netflix 
So you all ready know 
No chill 
Because, I already told you
I'm too grown for butterflies
Too grown to be tripping 
Falling 
Checking who's texting calling
You
I can't bank on your promises
Or what your tomorrows my bring
I can't wait for your potential
You see Love its beautiful 
 But also elemental
Yours now Devalued in this 
”we equation
And now 

I hear you sing the blues
 Trying to mask the clues... 
Baby boy

I refuse to be your muse

Because I already told you
I'm too grown for butterflies
Too grown to be tripping 
Falling 
Checking whos texting calling 
You 
And 
I am tired of you  
Wasting my time 
So lets just say 

Goodbye boo
#msSue
#pardonmyemotions
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Gratitude

Kyo D’Assassin

Give thanks to God, 
give thanks for life
Give thanks for the struggle
For betterment we strive 
Give thanks for family 
Whether blood or adopted
The ones who are still here
And those we've outgrown 
Give thanks for the good and bad
Give thanks for all the things I do have
Give thanks for the sun,
the moon and rain
Give thanks for accepting
what I cannot change
Give thanks for laugher,
The gift of memories 
We live on forever in the experiences we meet
Give thanks for seeing another day
In our hearts remain 
Those that passed away
Give thanks for opportunities,
The milestones under our belts
Give thanks to hearing 'NO', 
you show me how to do it myself
Give thanks for the food that nourishes the body
The music that syncs us
to the soul of society
Closer to each other, close to nature
In line with universe,
in line with the Sacred 
I give thanks for time,
Whether quality or spent alone
I give thanks to all of those
Who listened to and read this poem 
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Wrapped in your Arms All Night

Dwayne Murillo Lil Buddha

I wanna… I wanna have you in wrapped in my arms tonight.
Girl, girl, all I wanna is got you in my arms tonight;
hear my plight,
the moon be bright ,on this kinda night, music pumping -
feet be stomping under the blue, mystical twilight hue.
silk and satin,
cotton or lace, whatever the case,
strap on something, hear the rhythm sing, ain’t got no time to waste, put on 
your dancing shoes, caz tonight we gonna cruise.
I wanna... I wanna have you wrapped in my arms tonight,
in your arms, is where I chose -aint no other nurturing place.
you got the remedy to my blues -you da one who got me amused
Baby, it ain’t no fan.ta.sy.
You n I got chem.is.try
All done by love's grav.i.ty
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THE VINE 

Karen Munnings 

I heard through the vine that you saw me...
that you found me - the real me;
In a club, on the street, in a store, down the hall, 
in my room, in the library, in the bathroom -
or so I heard through the vine.

I heard through the vine that you could see
behind the facade.
behind the hair, the make-up, the clothes -
that you saw the person.
the imprisoned soul.
the flawed, the beautiful, the ugly, the warm, the terrible -
or so I heard through the vine.

and maybe you did. 
But I can't see you... self-righteous.
Judas.
Casting stones at me - condemning me
doling out judgements for my wrongdoings.
Finding yourself blameless in the eyes of God and man

Who the hell are you? to define me through your lenses? 
To decide if what you see is worthy? 
They say the eyes have it?
No - the vines have it.
Because the only opinion that seems to matter 
in this accursed world is yours.

So judge me. Define me. Scorn me.
Make me your Hester;
Make me your Mary Magdalene;
Make me your cast out prostitute.
Force me to choose survival 
and sanity over compliance and constant fear -
Over regret for drawing your disapproval.

The disapproval and shame 
I ostensibly deserved when I walked out of my house 
in shorts that were just too short; 
With lips the were just too red.
When I bought condoms for my own protection; 
When I danced with sweet abandon at the club; 
When I held his hand; 
When I did the unthinkable in your sight... 
When I doomed my reputation.
- or so I heard through the vine.
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Red lips on a wine glass

Immanuel Williams

Like lipstick stain on a wine glass
you left your mark on me
It’s like watching the sunrise as the time pass
You light up every part of me
It’s like your lips had something to prove
being bold, bright and red!
Boom Boom Boom, sound of my heart
Red lips on a wine glass, sophisticated Art
Your deminor says class
I could tell you bought your own glass
No man, no ring
you independently do your own thing
Never wished on stars
but I’m wishing on you
your red lips on a wine glass
is it a hint or a clue?
You know how to rock with the rhythm and blues
and still appreciate some Biggie, Dre and Snoop
Fear is false evidence appearing real
that’s why can’t accept my sincerity when I say how I 
feel.
 To your every need I want to appeal
on my knees I’ll kneel.
If love is a gamble I’ll spin the wheel
because your red lips on a wine glass is enough to seal 
the deal.

background illustration: Rasheed Palacio



I Rememba…

William Mahler

I remember the days when we da mi ONE
ONE FAMILY, ONE PEOPLE, ONE COUNTRY, Just ONE
I remember the days when wi use to come together fi play marble, hopscotch, and kick the pan 
Or when wi dose sit fronta granny tv fi watch tom and jerry, Scooby doo or peter pan
I rememba the di days when we use to live long
We mi argue and fight but nobody neva tun into no gun man
I rememba di days when we use to have peace
When we coulda mi lef we house door open late da night fi enjoy di lee breeze
I rememba when wi use to seh good morning, thank you and please
Lotta love mi deh bout, nobody neva in need
I rememba before wi go da bed wi use to get pan wi knees
And give God thanks fi di bread, butter and cheese
I rememba wa lotta wonderful memories about dis place we call Belize 
and I sure you could seh di same
But the truth is, Things change
Everytime I turn on the news, I hear wa nada brother dead
Ih Tek 5 shot ina back and two ina head
Everytime I look around I see how hate di spread
Daddy di beat up mommi, and di pickni tun out fi be haad head
Everytime I walk outside, I see how some a di people ina government di live large, both blue and red
While the majority just wa wa lee dalla fi buy wa tin sausage and pak bread
We gone from good to bad and we got nobody fi blame but wi-self
And all wi find wi self di do da point fingers and pretend like wi deaf
We have to wake up Belize, da time fi start move
Da time fi we give more and stop worry bout all we wi have fi loose
Da time fi we teach wi pinki godly principles and values
Da time fi we be responsible and stop mek excuse
Da time fi mek we talk up and stop stay muted
Da time fi mek wi clean wi heart out because ih too polluted
Da time fi we show some love and mek sure this time we root it
And mek wi bring back di days wi use to remember, because ah really miss it!
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Cabio Sile Shango

By Jose Sanchez

The song is the same
i know the beats, DNA unchained
to you to me, woman you're braille to thoughts in the 
dark
like the suck of ice from a milk ideal
like the sip from a coconut
like a bite of a mango
lips
drips
slips
sips

you can't google this Siri
Belizeans cruff and brukdown so easily
No Location Services, just Amazonian Echoes
conversations in Albert Street traffic
cars on the corner dance Soca to the potholes
plant yuh feet,
arch yuh back
bend yuh knees
rotate yuh waist
how low can your chassis go?
not so long ago granny talk bout
Ramsey Mule and Cart
Chuck Norris, Bruce and Muhammad Ali

But we gone from Archie Li Chee and flew to the 
Rock,
Dwayne Johnson can never bring it like Lord Rhaburn
 "Send this Send that"
freezed panades, dutch cheese, seven seas, fish, 
powdah bun,
all on the next flight.
Queen Street, King Street, Bishop Street,
Princess Margaret. Who dat?

The Empire dun crumble,
so no need to strike back.
Divided by colours how the fuck can you survive?
It's not like a championship ring,
The season is never over in Belize
Politics is a spectator sport but nuh expect no jersey
the country loses, not the 5 Burroughs but 7 districts
the soundtrack changes but the Soca in the potholes 
continue
Back to back
touch your toes
twerk
How low can you go?

Belizeans only you know the truth
the escape in the club, late on a Friday
the taste of freedom is 40 proof
Woman i'll sip it from you, like old youth



I'll whisper ‘Cabio Sile Shango’
as the thunder drums the clouds,
But I won't tell you that if you have little faith
you let the weekend decide your fate.
But baptized on weekend
in the Caribbean sea
the youth hips to the music
and pumps sweet sweat on the next verse
Yemaya flexes rebirth on the chorus
nobody in the world can say the truly know us.

And transformers in the executive and the judiciary
only Decepticons choose the country's rules
while you Snapchat a big J'Can Chune
They say Toledo is the poorest, but guess which 
districts eat the most noodles?
The church is too busy praying away gay
like Koncas at Conch Shell Bay
but the atheists rain like Chaahk
holding an A.K. Ratatattat
counting short stacks 

Oppressors preach crime is only on one side of the 
Haulover bridge.
Xibalba holds court over the entire city in the bay. 
Ratattattat.
if dih bullet nuh ketch yuh, diabetes and presha like 
a cooker is on the way.
loaded with MSG, deep fried life weigh you down 
more every day. ratattattat. 

If there are no leaders to guide us?
If there is no God to define us?
Can we pray to the ancestors? Can Sunny and Tan 
leave breadcrumbs to find our way?
Then why cry when Jack silenced the lambs?
Someday someone will go postal, Raynard, the 
moral psychopath min dih play.
No SkyWalker’s  memory to subdue
No Facebook Police will review, the mindless leaders 
over the headless truth.
The government will shuffle the cabinet deck, but the 
odds are stacked that there will be
No justice for mothers of the slain youth
Dianne Finnegan will cry
for the lost ghetto troops.
No headlines for graduates
who found their way
their fathers, the Baymen nevah kay
bout the land of the free

and all that you see
Orisha, we need a Lost and Found everyday.

If you create God in your own image.
maybe you make it past the line of scrimmage
on any given Sunday
it doesn’t matter where you play
as long as you believe
and pray for an end to the dis- ease
Show benevolence
to the ones who hate you
lend a hand to the brother who needs you
kiss the sister
on the forehead because she sees you
say you're sorry
to those who misunderstand you
tell someone I Love You everyday.
Be your own role model
man up and society will no longer decay
If we all stop being hypocrites.
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All Ah Wi Da One

Kyraan Gabourel

[Chorus]
 
All ah wi da one (2x)
All ah wi da one (yeah)
All ah wi da one
All ah wi da one (no)
All ah wi da one
All ah wi da one
But da weh part we gawn wrong
 
 
[1]
 
Pickni born inna love
With di best eye sight
Blind to race, class & status
Only see wrong or right
Exposed to di world
Weh end up di teach dehn
Friendship da wa word
Weh get dash bout like one cent
Some parents da di problem
Weh full dehn pickni with hatred
Kids echo what is said
Dehn wrong fi di set da trend
 
[Chorus]

[2]
 
Chase… top… we used to
Play all ah dat
Everbody share
Trust mi deh pon lock
Loyalty…
Yuh neva had to question dat
When yuh friend got yuh back
Ih got yuh back
But everything change when
I start watch weh yuh got
Di schools weh we gawn
Divide wi into lots
Religion, name brand
Di haves & have nots
Kettle di cuss pot
When two ah wi black
[Chorus]

 
 
[3]
 
Broken adults…
Conflicted & confused
We forget how fi love
So wi hurt & abuse
Selfishness da weh
Got wi di lose
“Fi dehn thing dat”
Da wa real issue
Your kool-aid da my drink
Da soh we shoulda think
Cuz inna wa blink
You could be di one weh thirsty
I fi stand up fi you
When yuh di tek lick
And You fi me
When di thing shift
All ah wi da one like
When we does play marble
Help di man
nuh watch ah get trample
Unity…
Da weh we need bout ya
Cuz inna di end,
All wi got da each other
 



Body

Ellen Joseph

I wear my breast over my chest
Caring less in having them distressed
I wear my ass behind my hips
No clapping or twerking are on its bucket list
I wear My Vagina between my thighs
No gap... you'll need to struggle 
Before you can glide
I wear my thoughts behind my eyes
All Generated by the third 
See if you can see with your mind 
I wear my beauty in beats
Pulsed enriching sun kissed melanin cheeks  
I wear my truth on my words...
Seeds trapped in ripe fruits swallowed whole by birds
I wear my love in my time
The more I spend the more we ascend
I wear myself is my body
Perfectly wrapped in this skin 

Chocolate shades warm textures subtle sparks 
Never to be confused with being dark
Now remove the structures that restrict your insight  
And experience what’s embodied
 Not what’s built                                                                                                                              
#msSue



The Arc of Wisdom 

Jemuel Robateau

I’m standing in the river
the depths of which nobody knows
one wrong step and you'll be swallowed whole 
on the bed only death awaits 
Sitting in the sea of secrets which will be revealed to 
me 
which I will have to keep 
can I keep the oath not to reveal what I know? In pain 
of being Unsure 
Fetid doubt seeps into my cranium 
I must forget then 
forget him forget her forget them I must feign amnesia 
Bathe my brain in alcohol and God knows what else 
until I can't remember the places where I lay my head 
to die,
killed for going AWOL  
I don’t know so don’t ask me
And even if I did it's a secret 
Only while hidden does truth retain its value 
that's why people seek it 
In time I’ve been shown all sins and virtue, the sacred 
and the profane
I know the beauty of dark things by the light exposed
I'm aware of those deeds 
My mind like the open book tied to a stake 
In the end only a bullet can take it away.



The Road Ahead (A Repetition Sonnet)

Wilford Felix

What's on the road ahead?
Dirt, pothole and garbage.
What's on the road ahead?
Stray dog, dead rat and ram puss.

What's on the road ahead?
Ole house, ole car and ole bike.
What's on the road ahead?
Tired body, tired mind and tired life.

What's on the road ahead?
Beat up and shake down and sell out.
What's on the road ahead?
Bad mind, nigga mind and no mind.

What's on the road ahead?
BDF, Police and GSU.
What's on the road ahead?
Kanchuss, me and the Klean-Up Krew...



“I’ve been teaching for 20+ years, but that 
moment when a page is turned and the mind 
focuses on the image, and the illumination of 
mind triggers laughter is a mushroom bomb 
for the soul.

The sun trickles through a plum tree
“The only art worth doing is the art that makes 
things better…”

yasser musa
On The BINOMIUM trail

Orange Walk District, Belize, Central America, March 2016

At the Las Flores Library Katie and Mike 
dance in front
Of a deep yellow wall
We learn that the librarian is an artist
So is her husband, and her son
Inside we see the evidence of imagination
Illustrations across the walls
Making the books seem like precious prizes
To be devoured…

We present our book and leave
Driving off as strong 
as driving in….

yasser musa
On The Binomium Trail Day 2

Belmopan, Armenia and Las Flores,March 2016

Sure I am angry, displeased, disappointed, 
depressed, and all of the above, as it relates 
to the state of our reading, our education, 
our arts and our literature. But my pathetic 
meanderings into the darkest spaces of 
my own desires cannot sustain shit. The 
art is to augment one’s own growing inner 
self with the acceptance of the fight, not to 
resign to a consignment life, but to struggle 
with the possibility of a creative consensus.

So we carry the BINOMIUM book across 
our own land as acts of defiance, a parcel 
of debris, packaged to precision.

yasser musa
On The BINOMIUM TRAIL

Dangriga, Hopkins and Hattiville, March 2016



 Early this morning, we left, myself, Yasser Musa, Briheda 
Haylock and Kyraan Gabourel.  Abandoned the illusions and industrial 
delusions of the city for the Poustinia Land Art Park. Poustinia translates 
to the desert of the soul, in word and in theory. 
 Up the Arenal road, a few miles from Benque Viejo del 
Carmen is a sanctuary for nature and culture. I won’t call names after 
each town, because border life is nebulous, and territory is often a 
political construct but not a social one. 
 Luis Ruiz, who developed the concept of park in 1993 and 
maintains it to this day, greeted us, with 3 of his four sons and Elder, the 
caretaker. They have been hoisting traffic signs in the rainforest, yards 
away from where roots meet on the rainforest floor. This morning we 
would assist them. 
 Even if the humidity, branches or slowed-down-pace consume 
these signs, they are far more efficient here, in the heart of ‘jungle’ 
than in their intended function of promoting highway safety. The piece 
speaks volumes on function, purpose and intention. 
 We all spiralled through in the park in their truck, admiring 
pieces. Observing how the art works and the park become so 
intertwined, that it is often difficult to separate them visually or mentally. 
Looking also, scouting out for places to make our  own interventions.
  I requested the point in the park, closest to the line, where 
Belize country and Guatemala country become a rain forested mass, 
peopled and cultured and lived in spite of the raging diplomatic crossfire 

my impending 30th revolution of the sun:

by Katie Usher, July 30, 2016

soul desert
of press conferences, comprimis and incursions. In that space, mirroring 
a Maya mound, I made a circle of cairns, in honour of my impending 
30th revolution of the sun, and Belize, then British Honduras, who had 
that bordering line decorated with cairns until 1929. I am fascinated by 
numbers, not in a mathematical sense, but in a purely fetishist way, 
of what numbers could mean, if they meant things like words do, like 
symbols, as they do to me, as my birthday this year, visually evokes a 
cairn to me.
  I made an open circle of cairns, a shrine-like space, with 
the tallest, i had ever made, which fell once, but which I determinedly 
reinstalled. Stones which Elder had gathered. His knowledge of and 



care for the land inspires me. Kyraan made his first cairn in front of the 
Maya mound as well. For me, it was a special moment. 
 We continued winding through this precious place. We wove 
our way through the stone labyrinth that Ruiz made years ago, a massive 
work by hand. 

 Yasser Musa would release paper boats into a pond. A symbol 
of emancipation on the bank of Emancipation Day in a rainforest where 
a Maya empire once reigned, later logwood and mahogany works were 
elaborated by enslaved Africans, later grazing ground for cattle, now a 
pond inside this cultural sanctuary resonating art from the same country 
where we pretend not to care that culture exists. 

 It is a beautiful work, we watched the boats leave the pond’s 
edge only to gently return and dock there. 
 As we walked towards a space for a piece Briheda had planned 
two years ago, when me and her had first visited with friends, we came 
upon the monitor dock. A piece Ruiz adds to continually with outdated 
monitors, relics of the 80s and 90s, chunky tvs, boxy desktop computer 
monitors and the like. The piece I call a Nam June Paik in the forest. We 
encouraged Kyraan to read “The Revolution Will Not Be Streamed Live” 
in this space. It was powerful! Gabourel is a true performer. 
 We walked to the place and Haylock suspended, what she 
explained was “chaos, jumping out of wooden boxes”, like Pandora, 
but congealed, suspended in an eternal bounce. It is perfect. As Ruiz 
explained, walking through Poustinia requires more than that cursory 
tourist-gaze-glazed-glance, it requires deep observation. I would dare to 
say a meditative walk through nature, through details, through art. 
 We ended our Poustinia day with a beautiful meal prepared by 
Debbie Ruiz, inside their lovely home. 
 A treasured experience which each artist deserves. My 
gratitude abounds. 



The following pages are from LAB3. If you wish to see the performances and videos you can go to:

www.imagefactorybelize.com

LAB3 is an experimental art project organised and 
managed by artist Katie Usher. Hosted by the Image 
Factory Art Foundation in Belize City the LAB is in its 
3rd year. This year's LAB3 runs from July 11 to 22, 
2016. For information on other labs just open the tab 
on this site at LAB3.



Sean Taegar created a circle of 
love via poetry. He opened the 
LAB reading excerpts from Spirit 
Fire Light. A journey through his 
heart's eye sight of his family, life 
and Belize. 

This morning before he started 
Yasser Musa, who would 
document, Briheda Haylock and 
Sean Taegar, who would read, 
and myself had a little pow wow 
on books and words. They were 
here first, I arrived minutes after 8. 
These defenders of the craft life, 
the life of making things, because 
of urgency. Culture warriors at the 
ready! 

LAB 3 is open.

(text: Katie Usher)

[FROM THE ARTIST]
I will be doing a reading of poetry from my 
book 'Spirit Fire Light.' 'Spirit Fire Light' is 
my first book. For me it is God's full vision 
of the whole. Each particle is a womb of 
fire creating new worlds. I will read poetry. 
Poetry is the divine light of God in each 
human being, the fire of God within.
 
Sean Taegar, spirit of the Spirit, Belizean 
poet born on 18 December 1980 in Belize 
City to Andrea and Leroy Taegar. He 
attended Holy Redeemer Primary School, 
Saint John's College and Saint John's 
College Sixth Form where he earned an 
associates degree in General Studies. 
Sean says 'I went to the university of my 
Mother and my Father. They raised me 
in the Spirit with the Spirit, He and She 
whose center is everywhere and whose 
circumference is nowhere, the Spirit of 
God that lives in every human being. 
They always tell me follow your dreams, 
do your best, love all and respect all. Love 
is the answer. Love is the key. Love is 
the weapon that is conquering the world 
for God.  Love is the divine gift of God 
that unites humanity. I write in the Spirit 
for the Spirit'. He just finished writing his 
first book 'Spirit Fire Light' which will be 
published at a future date. He lives and 
works in Belize City, Belize.



Signed, Your Every Waking Thought
by yasser musa
 
This morning the artist Katie Usher created a harrowing 
installation Signed, Your Every Waking Thought. It is a line 
of post-it! notes, 450 to be exact, stretched across the walls 
of the Image Factory in downtown Belize City.
 
It is a beckoning line about anxiety. This is how the artist 
describes it,
 
“The objective was to recreate the infinite loop of oppressive 
thoughts of anxiety just before a panic attack inside the 
gallery space. Post-its were used as a symbol of reminders. 
As thoughts, those though most times unprovable, can 
become a part of the daily existence. It is personal and scary 
to be faced with one's most ferocious thoughts, but it is the 
anxious experience.” 
 
One cannot separate this personal art act from the larger 
loop of a society enduring a singular narrative via the 6:30 
pm media – national violence. Last year Usher created 
another outstanding art installation where she clipped from 
newspapers hundreds of articles of murdered Belizeans 
placing them on the wall of the gallery as an act of honor in 
the context of the killing of the young Amandala journalist 
Kareem Clarke.
 
Katie Usher is a contemporary artist of robust intensity. Her 
work comes across as a beacon of intellectual and emo-
tional clarity that presses deeply into our misunderstanding 
of mental illness. Her work is a scream into the dark of our 
most wretched silence.
 
Signed, Your Every Waking Thought is a special work of art. 
One day we might truly understand it.



Today was a slower day. The piece of the 
previous day was removed, baring the walls 
for the next. 
When Ilona got here, the problematic of chalk 
on white became obvious.
We would need charcoal or oil pastels. Then 
the old problematic of 'temporary-ness' 
became an issue.     
How would I get this piece off the wall? How 
can an artist be free to create but still find the 
balance of temporary, so that walls can be a 
clean slate for the following day? 
I feel pinned in a strange space, where I want 
each artist to feel free to create, but I want it 
to be ephemeral too. 
 Should I demand that? 
While these thoughts spun, the space 
became filled with visitors, artists Michael 
Gordon and Gilvano Swasey, singer Nelita 
Castillo, and Audrey Matura and her sons 
Leo and Anthony. 
We are truly a motley crew, the conversation 
swinging from art to politics to the sarstoon. 
What do we own now? 
Ilona finished her wall painting at midday. 
Briheda has already prepared for her LAB 
entry tomorrow. 
The third day of the LAB closes. 

(text: Katie Usher)



[The Artist]
Briheda Haylock | 28.12.1990 | is a young artist who 
protests social issues with her work, revolutionizing the 
Belizean art scene and psyche. 
Currently she is working on a book called Beautiful Tragedy, 
of photography and poetry. This piece I Want My Innocence 
Back is a performance which is directly connected to her 
poem Midnight Nightmare, from the forthcoming book.  

[I Want My Innocence Back]
When she arrived, we all felt it, but none of us knew. An 
incling, but that was all. Yasser would document, I would 
assist with time and lighting. Briheda was ready, every last 
detail planned. 
What bubbled my eyes with little drops of sentimentality, 
trauma and rage, was all found in this piece, quite possibly 
the strongest the LAB has ever seen.  
It is not about the nude, it is about the exposed.
The peephole into the other side of the rape culture. Staring 
you in the face, cornered, you can't run or pretend. 
The victim, the one who is to be blamed, shames you, 
by exposing you, not only as ignorant, because you are 
pretending someone was not slashed from their space 
of innocence, but also your heartless-ness. Here was 
someone's baby, bruised. It made me think of Lisa 
Shoman's TEDtalk about the 'force-ripe-mango-babies' 
and "those too long hugs, when your breasts start to grow."
It made me think of the cat callers, the rape culture, how it 
is glorified and the victims vilified. 

Thank you Briheda, on behalf of all raped, violated and all 
the bruised force ripe.

(text: Katie Usher)



Later, on the same day of Briheda Haylock's powerful performance I 
Just Want My Innocence Back, Patrick Peyrefitte was scheduled to 
arrive in the afternoon.

I say scheduled, because even though, I'd been planning since 
February and asking people to sign up, things happen in their own 
way, though my need of stability and structure for calm whip me 
mercilessly. 

Just hours before he arrived, Felene Cayetano stated, via a trail of 
text messages, that she would be here tomorrow at 9, because that 
is the only time she had, "so work with it! You have my number, I'll 
be in town." 

Tomorrow at 9 a.m. Dwayne Murillo is scheduled to enter the LAB, 
something he had agreed to back in May. Without indicating, even 
now, duration, space needs or concept.

You can't control an event like this. The LAB is a series of happenings, 
experiments and interventions by creators. Everything is completely 
beyond my control. That is clear.
I just show up and observe.
 
Patrick sits at a table drawing, "something on a pad." He directs no 
questions to me or concerns. Briheda documents. I sit by the door, 
reading at intervals.
 
This is the LAB, if I exit emotionally unscathed, it will be a wonder. 

(text: Katie Usher)



Dwayne opened the fifth day of the LAB with a beautiful Kathak to the song mere dholna sun. It was 
pure beauty to watch. Energy, footwork and poise.
 
Later he would pose in purple, in homage to the purple one: Prince Rogers Nelson. Dwayne said: "In 'I 
will Die for You', he never stated whether he was male or female. He was was beyond gender." 

(text: Katie Usher)



Lesley Codd arrived a little after 9 with 
her wood block, her paper, her sketch, 
carving knifes, roller and ink. She was 
ready, and she planned one that could 
be realised in three hours: mostly black. 
It seemed like a very involved process, 
words are carved in reverse, carving 
against the grain needs to be very 
cautious to avoid chipping. 
And she was. 
And we discussed the press from 1870 
and how it got here from an old house 
in England, Lesley explained that her 
class at SJCJC is what got her started.
Looking at the prints hanging, I am so 
grateful for that. 

(text: Katie Usher)



Leroy Young, also known as the Grandmaster,  
showed us a side "we don't know" this morning 
when he opened the second week of LAB 3. 
'You Will Remember Me' the third poem he recited 
had a long pause. I called it the space before 
Tango 2, and then that line that squeezes you: 
"you don't know what I been through." 
It made me think of Chronixx's lyrics "they see me 
smile, but they don't know what I feel inside. Only 
I know."
And isn't that quite true of us, all of us? Artists 
express and bare all, supposedly, but how much 
is actually shared? And how deeply do you 
understand what you're seeing? 
GM told us that "da laas wan, tek wa lat outta mi!"
We could see that, it was intimate; it was raw; it 
was open. 
No one talks about that kind of exhaustion. The 
emotional one, the one which, those who bare 
their souls, and do so often, are all too familiar 
with.

(text: Katie Usher)



Kyo D Assassin rounded out the first day of 
the second week of the LAB. 

Generations of poets: this morning the GM 
in the afternoon the Assassin, singing word 
sound power into the space. 

Kyraan Gabourel, who performs under 
the name Kyo D Assassin, read 3 of his 
powerful poems, 'This is a Public Service 
Announcement', 'Land of the Free' and 'Her 
Story.'

Spoken Word: alive, well and powerful in 
Belize! LAB 3 continues. 

(text: Katie Usher)



Sound building, how is it done? Why do they do it?  

This morning Chris Cansino asked the people in the 
room to react to the concept of territory, whether 
political, personal or social.
 
"Is your boyfriend your territory? If another girl claims 
him, would you be mad?" Or "you have a gyalfren 
right? Is she your territory?"  These were the questions 
posed? What is territory? What defines it? And for 
who? 

This was the prismatic search or probe of this Belize-
Guatemala-territory-ICJ thing. Trying to find new 
angles to an old construct.

Newsflash, young people are engaged, we just need 
to find their entry point. 

Thanks Chris for giving us a clue. 

And sounds, all kinds of sounds make the one, from 
the coffee maker turning water into a gurgle of steam 
to Carole, an orchestra violinist, playing off her music 
sheets. Just as all kinds of territorial views make up the 
understanding of what territory even means in 2016. 
 
It will be interesting to hear the untitled piece in its 
entirety. This LAB entry in one word: Fresh! 

(text: Katie Usher)

The Artist:

Project:  Experimental sound collage. On-site recordings and audio 
manipulation.

Theme: Territory
 
Chris Cansino, currently residing in Belize City and Belmopan, 
is a 19-year-old student at SJCJC where he studies history. He 
is extremely interested in music, culture, politics, languages and 
history. He has been involved in music production for about 5 years 
and seeks to be involved in the growth of local artistic scenes. He 
hopes to return to serve his country after completing his studies 
somewhere far away.



Legacy/Love is a performance piece by Kyana Brindle.  It channelled Nina Simone inside an orb of meditation. 
In a plane where the ancestors levitated lightly above, there was water. There is water, as serenity, in Kyana's 
presence. The fluidity of her moves, the calm, her voice and inside a small glass. 

Under spotlights she sang, flowed and slowed the moved to the breath's space and the space between it.

(text: Katie Usher) 

 From the artist:
Kyana Brindle is a writer and performance artist from New York who lives in Belize. Her work has most recently 
been performed in LAB2 at the Image Factory art gallery, and at Empyrean Art Center in Cayo. You can connect 
with her on Twitter at @misskyanab.



Sedi Said Sarstoon is what I called the happening which started physically at 5:30 a.m. but conceptually several weeks, 
months and even centuries before. After the European invasion of the Americas, territory was quartered, maybe identity too. 
That is why history is important, as Bob Marley said "if you knew your history, then you wouldn't have to ask me, who the 
hell do I think I am."  

What was stolen from Africa, is now displaced inside the post colonial traumatic stress disorder. Now we have a foreign-er 
minister who is buckling under post-colonial pressure, giving to Jimmy 'the Black Pitahaya' Morales wet dreams about the 
Sarstoon.
 
This is where we are today. Yasser Musa carved the line of the Sarstoon River into a slab of mahogany. Painted that same 
line on the opposite wall of the gallery in black only to be erased by white, lost in the white noise of diplomatic lip service 
between governments on either side. A symbol. 

Micheal Gordon painted a larger than life portrait of Hon. Sedi Elrington on a large piece of cardboard. 
This LAB entry is binomium, separate elements, fused, same theme, endless outcomes. 

(text: Katie Usher)



Maryam Abdul Qawiyy entered the space with a plan, a 
sequence. Meditation, breathing and the Maha mantra, the 
triumph of life over death. Then words, poems to anxiety, to 
depression and self worth. Words beautiful but direct and 
intentioned. "I am enough" she said. It is a wonderfully brave 
thing to say from a space of anxiety or depression where 
there is a constant loop saying, making you feel, otherwise. 
Something which shakes you loose from your sense of 
grounded-ness. Then song, beautifully sung songs. More 
words, and a lovely belly dance to Rahim Alhaj's Hop Sharki 
(I miss you). Most see it as sensual, few see the power in it. 
The owning of your personal power, the feminine.
 
She ended with meditation, this time more confident, more 
grounded. 

(text: Katie Usher)

From the artist: 
Short meditation with akash mudra-middle finger bent down. 
Channeling creativity and inner voice.

This piece is about facing and overcoming depression, anxiety 
and fear.
Facing oneself and accepting ones self worth.

Words (poem)
Voice song) You Are Light song
Untitled song
Words-(poem)
Movement Dance
Words (poem)
End with Meditation 



LAVE TET, is Haitian patois for head wash. That was all I knew about it until today, and that it was an initiation ceremony, 
as Jamaul had explained. 

These African, Haitian, these black practices and ceremonies, most of them, I've only read about in short stories and seen 
referenced in art. 

So really I was honoured to be a witness to Jamaul Roots' piece. Jamaul Roots and Abner Recinos, showed all of us a 
special thing tonight.It made me think of Alice Walker's Everyday Use, especially of the woman who was upset that her sister 
was given the traditional quilt. 'She won't value it' was her argument, 'but she'll use it' was gifter's justification.
 
And here we all were, the guests, the witnesses at the intersection of ritual and art.The only thing which came to mind, was 
that quilt. The quilt and the fact that if we saw culture as ritual, and practiced it, it would cease to be foreign, and we would 
cease to ignore it. 

LAB 3 is closed. Thanks 

(text: Katie Usher)

"Lave Tet" is a multidimensional performance art ritual 
channeling energies of the Haitian Vodou ceremonial 
washing of the head in preparation for initiation into the 
seceret society.

Note: Performance contains some potential nudity.

Performance length is approximately 20min.

Jamaul Roots is a Belizean American performance artist 
living in San Ignacio, Cayo.



BAFFUhisTORICAL
UNESCO Artist for Peace and Belize’s Cultural 
Ambassador Andy Palacio in his younger days



BAFFUhisTORICAL
Garifuna Christmas ceremony early 20th 
century in Southern Belize



BAFFUhisTORICAL
United Kingdom’s Duke of Kent in Belize for 
Independence 21 September 1981



BAFFUhisTORICAL
Maya of Southern Belize early 20th century



BAFFUhisTORICAL
Ramsey, famous for his mule and cart in Belize 
City, Independence Day 21 September 1981





The Great Pretenders
by Keisha Peyrefitte

Christopher Lord 

 If you feelin’ like a pimp, go and brush your shoulders off. La-
dies is pimp too, ‘gon brush your shoulders off. Niggas is crazy baby, 
don’t forget that boy told you, Get that dirt off your shoulder. Jay-Z 
blasts for a minute from the leather-shiny Escalade as I search for my 
wallet. Braggar’s silver Lexus eases into the parking spot beside me. I 
hear nothing until the door opens. Speedom booms as Braggar Scott 
steps out, dress to the ninety nines in Giorgio Armani. We are best 
friends and we are both loyal to our labels. He smells gaudy as fuck 
but that’s our Braggar. He calls me ‘Boss’ as I wear nothing but Hugo 
and I am literally his boss. He leans on his car to finish his cigarette 
and I join him in observing the concrete jungle that’s now Belmopan 
City. It has been a rough work week and we are relentless hounds on 
the paper -trail. 
 Lexi’s skirt clings to her skin like water to a bathing suit. 
Some suit she is wearing. Braggar lets loose a long whistle. “Permis-
sion to approach?” He asks. Lexi is my personal assistant. “You don’t 
need my permission. She’s not a Dutch toy in a showcase window. 
Have some respect.” I say, indicating his wedding ring. He laughs a 
sarcastic, “Ha-Ha” and says, holding his ring out, “This is a ring, not a 
noose. All is fair in sex, drugs and rock and roll.” 
 We walk across the lot, looking like two catalogue kings. 
We don’t have to be in America to be living the life. Braggar and my 
boys have learnt to play the game like a Cross Country Campion. We 
are high stake players, Mad Men, in the game. In VIP lounges, Brag-
gar laughs at men who we knew since childhood and their “one-cent 
minds.” We are fat cats. Braggar, my wife Grace, me, and so many 
from our 1970’s generation, we are all hybrids in the post-colonial ex-
periment. 
 My name is Christopher Lord and I’m a bangster. I step into 
the belly of the beast-Interlink International Bank. Money is my master. 
I have bills, bills to pay and I refuse to be one of those people whose 
house is in the papers. I have a wife and a child to provide for. I refuse 
to be like my father. I’m known for shutting the world out for hours as I 
bark and broker deals. 
 I’ve been staring at my screen for hours. I hear a gruff shuf-
fling of feet and when I look in the direction of the door, I hear Brag-
gar’s voice. He isn’t in focus as yet. I see a black hole until he comes 
into view. He looks at me, strokes his moustache and throws a box, 
tied in pastel blue ribbons that merge into a birthday bow. Today is my 
birthday and Braggar buys me very expensive cufflinks, “C” and “B”. 
He pulls at the white, crisp sleeve at his wrist and I see that he is wear-
ing the same custom-made cufflinks that are in the box. Braggar is 
my best friend, the only person in the world who understands me. We 
hug with a ritual where Braggar says, “Forever” and I say, “Friends”. 
Braggar says the usual and this time I repeat his “Forever”. 
“Come on,” he says, “ It’s Lexi’s birthday too and we are carving her 
cake.” He changes his voice to sound like Harold Zigler, “Come out 
from your cave and witness the 8th Wonder of the World-Lexi’s ass as 
she bends to blow out her candles.”
 I follow Braggar to Lexi’s desk and meet an explosion of “For 
he’s a jolly-good fellow” and a special happy birthday song, a luxuriant 
Monroe rendition, from the birthday girl, Lexi. In the chaos of the work-

crowd, Lexi’s eyes are only for me. Yes, I feel as luck as Jack Fucking 
Kennedy.  Even when she blows out her twenty one candles, her eyes 
lick me up and down. Her eyes speak a language of lust. 
 
Grace Lord 
 It’s Friday, 5 p.m. Unlike most places, Sons International is 
over by 4 p.m. each business day and a half hour earlier on Fridays. 
Larz and I are the only ones still at the office. I’m listening to the usual, 
Adele Greatest Hits. 
 “Let me take you out for dinner, dear Grace.”
 Larz is behind me. I can see his tall shadow on the wall.  I 
take out my headphone and I’m flattered really; certain kinds of atten-
tion from a handsome millionaire are always nice. However, I hold up 
my left hand and touch my wedding band with the manicured-tip of my 
thumb. 
 “I already have plans with the family.” I say, as I continue 
typing. He walks over to my desk. I can see his dark wash jeans before 
my eyes feather to his biceps as he crosses his arms. He is wearing a 
blizzard-white polo that clashes with the light jade of his Irish eyes. 
 “Grace, you have the name of a princess but I can make you 
a queen.” 
 I wheel my chair backwards and cross my legs for comfort. 
Larz professing his love for me never gets old. 
 “Is that so?” 
 “That is so. I love you, Grace. I’ll do anything for you.” 
 I laugh. Larz sleeps around a lot. I hear a lot of stories. I’ve 
never been afraid to be around him even with the invasion of personal 
space. He walks a thin line that is never crossed. I don’t give him that 
permission. 
 I’ve learnt about the balance of power from both my parents. My fa-
ther was a deported L.A. pimp who came back to the motherland. 
My mother became one of his worshipping whores. She drove herself 
insane after he died, snorting anything white she found on the street, 
including dog shit. 
Emotional intelligence and a high I.Q. are the balance of power. I grew 
up in an orphanage, where I froze my heart. I have my mother’s blue 
eyes and a honey-bi racial glow. Fireflies glow in the dark and in the 
darkness, Mr. Thomas, the orphanage’s director, tried to touch me. 
That night, I heard him croak my name, in short, tired sentences. That 
night, I slept on the top-bunk; Ms. Ida who washed our clothes de-
manded that Madeline slept on the bottom bunk to be closer to the 
bathroom at night as she was 14 and still wetting the bed.  
 That night, I told on them. I walked bare-footed to the Racoon 
Street Police Station. I was soon adopted by a family of Baptist mis-
sionaries. I was fed for the first time. I was fed and I ate food and 
books like a pig. 
 I’ve learnt that you can rule the world with the right look and 
that is to say, a beautiful face. I’ve learnt that you can rule the world 
with a brain made for books and that is to say, a sly mind. 
 “Just name it and it’s yours.” Larz leans over and whispers. 
 “That does sound like the demand of a queen.” I say. I call 
him with the demand of a curl index. I whisper in his ears. “I am in love 
with my husband.” I let the words slither off my tongue, colouring every 
syllable with seduction. 
 “Aye, bullocks!” Larz booms before breaking into song, 
“Amazing Grace, how sweet the sound, that save a wretch like me. 
I’m lost without you, Grace.” 
 “I’m not a G.P.S. Larz.” 
 “Unfortunately. I’ll just get lost then. Please do get some-
thing to eat.” He leaves a U.S. hundred dollar bill on my keyboard. 



Ten minutes later, I walk out the office and tip the security guard  two 
hundred bucks, saying that Larz wanted me to give him for his years 
of dedication to the company. Am I not the best, CFO? I think so. 
 I’m running disgustingly late, actually, for Christopher’s sur-
prise party I’ve been secretly planning for the last two months. Cake, 
check. Ruby from ballet, check. Call my cousin, Simone for the fifth 
time to make sure my ridiculous OCD list for the soirée is checked and 
crossed. The devil is in the details, after all. If I have to be the devil to 
Simone, who owns her own event planning small business, then I will 
be the devil who wears Chanel because I want my husband to have 
the best 40th because I love him and the life we have carved together. 
Ruby’s babysitter is home to give her a bath and change her into her 
nautical, polka-dot frock. I change into a black silk-Chantilly cocktail 
dress. I wear Catalina-Blue chandelier earrings. Chris isn’t answering 
his phone and I haven’t spoken to him since lunch. Chef Alejandro’s 
wait staff are already ushering appetizers to guests I’ve already wel-
comed with champagne. Thank God for the martini ice luge that’s fas-
cinating most of our family and friends. 
God, Chris’s daily schedule is as predictable as the clash of our an-
tique Grandfather clock. I know Fridays he will have drinks with the 
boys from the bank, more out of workplace bonding, “My Boss isn’t a 
dick” than skipping two hours of Duck Dynasty re-runs with Ruby and 
I. Sometimes, Braggar will stop by to say ‘Hi’ to Ruby, his god-daugh-
ter. Braggar is a special strain of stupid who says things like, “Never 
trust a thing that bleeds for days and don’t die.” He isn’t invited to the 
party. If he shows up, it’ll be a happy coincidence, for him and yes, for 
Chris. They have been friends for longer than my first memory with 
Chris. 
Christ Chris, where in the blazing hell, are you? The guests are 
anxiously shuffling. I’m dying of embarrassment. 

Christopher Lord 
Rum I love, Rum I crave, Rum will take me to my grave. Those were 
the words of my father and I am twice as drunk as he was on his best 
black-up day. 
I let my ego go to my head. I love the Fight Club beating I give to the 
guys on the corporate ladder who are below me when they see me 
rest my hands on Lexi’s balloon of an ass, without her protest. Soon, 
she is suggesting we lose the losers from work. 
Her sexy is angular like a chiselled diamond. Her flesh pools in per-
fect symmetry on her breast and buttocks. I sink into her, I surrender.
***
 I don’t remember very much, from the flash of headlights to 
the impact. Apparently, I was unconscious for a while. What I do re-
member is being in a hot ambulance and being very annoyed at the 
blinding circus lights. Lexi was also in the car with me when another 
car lost control and rammed into the Lexus. We were in the middle of 
a lust session. The hickies on Lexi’s body tells the all too predictable 
tale. Now, Lexi too is injured. An ER nurse whispers that Lexi has 
a broken nose and a split lip from the collision. Grace cries black 
tar, completely inconsolable when she enters the hospital room and 
realizes there has been two incidents. She wails like a mother whose 
offspring has died. She is making a scene and I don’t blame her. 

Grace Lord
 How could he do that to me? To our family? To Ruby?! 
What did I do wrong? Why wasn’t I enough? I’m a bundle of black 
and blue, my color scheme for Chris’s surprise party. I’m hunched 
in front of the hospital door, more black and blue than his cheating, 
bruised body. How could he?

Christopher Lord
Perhaps I would have gotten away with cheating, if Lexi didn’t wake 
up first and ratted on me. My wingman flies to my rescue. Braggar is 
one of the bank’s in-house lawyers. Lexi will get a letter of termina-
tion. He promises to clean up the dirty work without the big boys up 
north getting a whiff. 
 Grace is hysterically crying and I want to get out of bed to 
comfort her even if she slaps the life out of me. It’s the worst feeling 
in the world witnessing carnage and knowing that you pulled the 
trigger. 
 “You let a snake enter into our garden,” she keeps repeat-
ing, until she chokes. I blink away my own tears. I can no longer look 
her in the face. 
 This romeo is bleeding, but you can’t see his blood. I’m in 
a slug-fest of self-hate and the hate is hard as wicker, a punch to the 
fucking nose. I’m stewing in a crock-pot of despair and the pain is 
slow-burning. 
Papa was a rolling stone. My father was a drunk who fought with 
other drunks about which beer was better and I am no better than 
he was. I’ve been intoxicated by power. I used to be the slick pretty 
boy ruled by paranoia. Check once, check twice, check three times 
for comfort, check four times to stop the insomnia. My limbs are in 
inflamed and I am waiting for the dawn. 
I’m the devil, I am the damned, and she chose to love me. Grace, my 
beautiful sultana chose to love me. Her mind, body, and heart are as 
beautiful as her soul. Amazing Grace, I can hear the words in harmo-
ny with Highland bagpipes. I’ve killed the woman of my dreams. I’ve 
killed our family. 
I’ve committed the sin my father inflicted on our family. Few people 
know of my schizophrenic little brother who lives in a house by the 
sea. A caregiver never leaves his side. He was a sweet kid, too quiet 
and book-smart for his own good. He was a twin, you know. Our sis-
ter’s name was Ruby. She died of leukaemia and Robert was never 
quite the same. Two weeks doesn’t past without me visiting him, 
and I take Ruby there sometimes. He wells up and calls me to the 
kitchen. He loves Ruby and he doesn’t want her to think the thing we 
try to shield him from, the thing that the world will say to him. Crazy. 
He tells me of aliens who are out to get him, voices in the darkness, 
and men in the government who has him on surveillance. I blame my 
fucking father for this! For all of this! 
I am my father’s own child. Is it not inevitable to create scars as 
continents have done to the Earth? Within the scars are gems. With 
my scars, I created Ruby, something so perfect, so whole. I cried the 
first time I saw her being bathed in this world of sin. With great love, 
comes great responsibility. I love my daughter and I am to be her 
shield. Now, I will be the first man she sheds tears for and there will 
be many. The cycle continues. 

Christopher Lord
I love my lover. I’m in love with my lover. My lover is my soul-mate 
and my lover is not Grace. 
My lover and I kiss and we float in an air balloon, propelled by the 
heat of our bodies. We make love on cloud nine, amongst the splin-
tered constellations. 
How dare me? Yes, I dare. I’ve admitted long ago. The apple doesn’t 
fall far from the tree and I am my father’s son. My lover found a seed 
at the bottom of my desert heart and there bloomed a flower. I guard 
that flower like a beast. 



Grace Lord
Life is not like the inside of a French bakery of croissants and cream. 
I knew this long ago.  I thought Christ was like Gatsby, one of the 
good guys. I loved him. I clung to him like a prisoner to scripture. 
He’s admitted it’s not the first instance of infidelity. 
I was that beautiful butterfly that wrapped herself in sexual suppres-
sion before I met Chris. See, there is the ying and the yang of life. 
Some people have black souls with a little bit of light and some peo-
ple have a lot of brilliance with few black spots. I thought Christ was 
spotless. Your heart can sometimes be as hard and black as coal. He 
told me my darkness was perfect. 
What was real? What was not? 
My oh my, you’re so good looking…who are you when I’m not look-
ing?

Christopher Lord
It’s Sunday, 9:21 a.m. and I’m covered in a sticky flow of sweat. Ma 
still lives in the old ways. That means grating dry coconut for the 
Sunday rice and beans that she will exchange with the neighbours. 
I’ve been staying with her for the past two weeks. Yup, Grace put 
me out and yes, I deserve it. I go for a walk along the concreted 
seashore. I pass Son-Son who was my primary school buddy. He is 
dreaded and bare-chested, playing cards with some other guys. He 
looks at me in disgust, “Nuff people in clean clothes, but them hearts 
need detergent.” The patched speaker next to him blasts the Platters, 
“The Great Pretenders”. 
I am thinking of Grace, I am thinking of Ruby and yes, I am thinking 
too of my lover. 

Grace Lord 
In a movie, a surgeon would let her rubber glove slap against skin. 
Plast. Chris is getting a taste of his own medicine. I’m wearing heels 
to heaven and barely dressed in black leather. The whip is next to me 
on the bed as I re-apply a cat-eye in the mirror. All four, microscopic 
cameras are stationed here and there in the detached décor of the 
hotel space. 
My husband comes from a group of men whose myth is that a cock 
solves the world of a woman’s dilemma. No, no, they don’t say, put a 
sock it in, put a cork in it but put a cock it! I’ll show him. 
Boys will be boys. Men will be boys. Most men will be fuckboys. 
My definition of my marriage does not include my husband being a 
fuckboy. I’m a size two and a solid ten. There’s no chance in hell this 
fuckboy’s gonna outsmart me. I’m supposed to be the faithful wife 
while my husband paints the town in all shades of Freud. I don’t think 
so. Chris wants to play checkers, I’ll play chest. 
I admit, I’ve been a bit self-centered and secure in this wifely role. 
Love does have a way of dumbing you down. Not anymore, baby, 
not anymore. I’ve already eaten two boxes of chocolates and I don’t 
have a biological mother to call, crying to. All I’ve got is me and it’s 
every woman for herself. 
Sure, I’d like to choke Chris with fishing spool. But that would be too 
rash. I’ve planned this out too perfectly. My husband is a stone cold 
cheater, a whisky on the rocks cheater, nothing watered down. He 
needs to be thought a lesson. 

Grace Lord 
People dream of greener pastures until they realize cows are color 
blind. Chris sends me a text, “I can’t live without you.” I’m thinking, 
“Then go ahead, die.” I have him in a very sweet spot. 

The hotel door opens; it’s Larz. “Amazing Grace-” I stand, stop him in 
mid-sentence. 

“Yield.” I say. I’v heard stories of Larz’s fetishes. He obeys. I get him 
to transfer monies to an offshore account, shillings to a multi-million-
aire, but enough for four solid years of Ruby’s education, after high 
school, to study in any country on the globe. Heck, when I’m done, if 
there is an academy in Mars, Ruby will be able to attend. 
Soon, I’ll shower, drive home and meet my cheating husband. Yes, 
he is coming back, home sweet home. He too has made a hefty 
deposit; fair exchange for the facade he needs of our perfect family 
of three. I wanted a marriage, not just a wedding and false promises. 
Chris and I both did not know the definition of a family. This was a 
marriage of convenience and now, I have to commandeer the shifting 
sands of an inconvenient truth. 
Everyone should believe in something. I believe that Chris should 
pay, in more ways than the material. So, I’m going to make Chris 
think I’ll sleep with him, after I tie him to a chair. Then, I’ll give him a 
VIP viewing of the little video I made with Larz. 

Grace Lord 
Security has always been high on our list. The little slut Lexi is at the 
gate, intoning her name, saying she needs to talk to me. It’s import-
ant. I’m all shook up. I let the gate slide across and the front door is 
already unlocked. 
If she thinks I’m gonna be Jolene, Jolene, she’s got another thing 
coming. Stay out of my way,
if you don't wanta go to Fist City. She’s wearing a ripped, skinny 
jeans. What’s a few more rips?
She comes, hands in surrender, holding a brown envelope. She sits 
down, gingerly on the edge of the sofa. Lexi apologies, says it was a 
drunken mistake, the whole “Interlink Lord fiasco” she calls it. I can 
still see some abrasions, craftily covered by cosmetics, on her brows 
and cheek. She tells me she slept with Braggar too. She explains 
that she was let go by the bank. Some things were not adding up. 
She had several suspicions. She was first driven by revenge, then 
the mystery. Some things did not add up. She places the envelope 
on the coffee table. “I would want to know,” she says. “I thought you 
might too.” 
I don’t make it to the bathroom; I throw up on the carpet. 

Christopher Lord 
We are all great pretenders in some way or another. My lover was 
there before my metamorphosis. Our spirits are intertwined. Our 
thought-processes are singular. We unravel and regenerate in the 
stormy weather and in the calm. He found a flower at the bottom of 
my desert heart and there bloomed hope. I guard that flower like a 
beast. 
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“... it’s about highlighting women issues—well psychological and 
emotional issues when it comes to just being a woman in society. I 
am focusing on relationships in a sense that we are now in a situation 
where monogamy is not practices. So you have like one man and five 
girls on a side; I don’t really like that situation. Dealing with men always 
coming at you sexually, so I have one image behind me…the phrase 
on his body [bleep] me. Like just putting them in that situation, how 
does it feel? The guy in the image looks shy about it cause you know 
sometimes they seem very aggressive and confident, but inside that’s 
not the case. I’m looking at being a woman, an attractive woman, or 
just a woman on a whole, the strain that you have. It is like you are 
drowning, being suffocated. That’s the image with the petals and the 
black water…it’s like you are drowning in this high expectation of being 
pretty, which is to me unrealistic, because I feel that you should be 
able to be who you are and not have to always be dolled up.” 

- Briheda Haylock, 
Channel 5 statement, 

on her exhibition Beautiful Tragedy, 
16 June 2016

Beautiful Tragedy



by Yasser Musa

Nia Arthurs is a 21st century Belizean writer of unmatched productivity. On Amazon she has published 
twenty-eight books in less than one year. Her love for reading and books started very early in life. Her 
earliest memory of a story is The Gingerbread Man read to her at age two by her father. She credits 
him with teaching her to think of words as pictures.

She loves the book Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen. She reads mainly using a kindle. In her quest 
to establish herself as a writer she developed a strategy of creating a blog, a twitter and Instagram 
accounts and learning the digital protocols of designing an amazon footprint.

Her writing area is “congested with old computers, a harp, books and lotion.”  She started writing when 
she was thirteen, and describes herself as a bookie.

Nia is a rare kind of creative. Not only is she prolific in her production, but the sheer quantum of work 
produced so far speaks to her explosive imagination. This volume of work is an accomplishment in 
itself, but it is coupled with a deep commitment to construction a space where she can operate.

All artists need to imagine and design their working space. Yes, the Belizean society has very little re-
gard or concern for reading and literature, but Nia is hardly bothered by such cultural indifference. This 
pushing against serious social head winds illustrates the formidable grit and tenacity of a young woman 
whose passion for words cannot be discouraged. She knows why the caged birds sings!

At age 20 Nia Arthurs is a beacon for self-determination. You can support her by going to Amazon.com 
and buying her books, only $2.99 for one. 

You can start with Taming Mr. Jerkface.

Nia And Her Words



Delusion 

Young curator and artist Adriana Smith at 

the opening of Delusion, Image Factory 

Art Foundation, Belize City 15 April 2016



By: Alton F. Humes
(Freelance Reporter)
BELIZE CITY, 
Monday, July 11th, 2016 

Just dare to imagine, if only for a couple of minutes, 
a place in the heart of our City, a Place where the 
minds of Belize’s most talented, most daring and 
boldly revolutionary writers and spoken word poets 
converged to speak their hearts and souls about the 
ever-devolving condition of our society. Imagine that 
such a place existed under the very noses of pundits 
and politicians, far more content to remain living firmly 
within their bubbles, hardly bothered or concerned with 
anything other than fleecing the collective financial, 
mental and social hearts of Belizeans within and 
outside our borders.

Now dare to envision, if you can, such a place existing 

A Sanctuary in the Midst of the Darkness  
“Underground” Poetry show celebrates 3rd Anniversary with jam-packed live show

in the heart of Downtown Belize City, a sanctuary, if 
you will - never far away from the dark madness that 
envelops ghostly over us, and yet is kept out and at 
bay by the conviction not just of our words, but our 
sheer strength to will Belize and the Belizean people 
away and out of their subservient conditions. As a 
writer and somewhat biased member of this family, I 
won’t necessarily say that it’s impossible one poetry 
show can do that, but the Spoken Word 501 (SW 501) 
3rd Anniversary Special held on June 25th, 2016 at the 
Image Factory on North Front Street, Belize City, came 
rather close to that lofty goal. 

The event was hosted by veteran poet and Belizean 
icon, Mr. Leroy “the Grandmaster” Young, and the line-
up was a diverse array reflective not only of the roots 
of where 501 started, but where it will inevitably lead 
– veteran poets like Harley “River of Fire” Burn and 
Dangriga native-turned-Belmopan transplant N’Jah 
and Belmopan native Ms. Jackie Burns, as well as 



tested younger veterans (as well as some untested newcomers) such as: Jemuel “The Godfather” Robateau, 
Shenyl Chocolaad, Dwayne “Lil’ Buddha” Murillo, Wilford X Felix, fiery Belizean Muslim Jahseed X Avila, fellow 
Dangriga/BC transplant Michael “Anonymous B” Zuniga, Ellen “Ms. Sue” Joseph, Jenecia “Jen-Jen” Ysaguirre 
and transplanted Taiwanese artist/up-and-coming poet-on-the-side, Mrs. Yaoling Lee.  

Each was a lyrical juxtaposition, sonically complementing and buttressing the skills of the others, harmonizing, 
as frequent member of the SW501 family Sean Taegar always puts it, “into a song”. And it was indeed quite a 
harmonized canvas – of fire and passion, of celebration and remembrance. The event’s stalwart coordinator, Ms. 
Margaret Reynolds Arana, is the foremost, if not the chief linch-pin behind the event, and its success. But behind 
her is an even deeper story of an “underground” phenomenon, starting out as a chance for the art of spoken word 
poetry to bloom in Belize. And whether it was rocking the stage at the top nightspot of its day, or out on its rear 
end from a brief sanctuary, or even finally finding its home on King Street, nothing could or would stop us from 
being our best, the best that we’re meant to be.

 The evening wound down with giveaways of poetry books from Belize’s top poets and the “Grand Prize” of a 
‘Special’ Mani-Pedi Gift Certificate from one of the City’s up-and coming salons, as well as honoring contributors 
who remain vital to the current stature of our enterprise – soundman and electrician “The Real” McKoy, Upstairs 
Gym Owner / businessman and longtime 501 ally Mr. Stanley “Stans” Moody, and veteran performer / entrepreneur 
and taskmaster du jour, Kyraan “Kyo D’Assassin” Gabourel. 

But in the end, it’s not about any of the above - not really. For those Belizeans who are seemingly “Laas inna 
Babylon”, and not sure of where your place in this urban jungle might be, come down to the Upstairs Gym above 
A1 Restaurant / Stan’s Beauty Salon on King Street in Belize City. And for you folks stuck on your social media 
jock, look up Spoken Word 501 on Facebook. I think you’ll agree with this writer that our 3rd Anniversary is not 
remotely likely to be our last. Belizeans, Spoken Word 501 will energize and epitomize the revolution of free 
thought in Belize. 

THE REVOLUTION WILL BE LIVE, BELIZEANS!!!!



 by yasser musa

Remarks at the public presentation of the book
1 June 2016

Climb Walk Dive – The Adventures of Rowan Garel 
is a collaborative children’s book. It is a story about 
family, tenacity and hope. His three adventures, carried 
out to raise funds for others, is the definition of charity, 
community and conscience. 

About a year ago I sat listening to Rowan Garel speak 
passionately about the late Sister Elsa, BCVI’s long 
serving President. He spoke about her spirit, her 
engagement with the world and the love she shared. 
What struck me most about Rowan’s speech was the 
clarity of his communication, profound thoughts delivered 
with ease and charm. I declared then and do so again 
today, Rowan you are my hero because your actions 
spark intense feelings of humanity and endurance.

Today we are here to acknowledge and celebrate many 
things. 

We are here to celebrate the power of collaboration – 
writers Katie Usher and Gia Martinez working together 
to polish and sharpen the epic scale narrative of a young 
boy who captured the imagination of a nation. Here to say 
wow, for the special digital illustrations created from the 
mind and heart of young artist Marvin Vernon. Big respect 
to the artists and writers of Belize.

Today we acknowledge the collaboration between Rowan 
and the Belize Council for the Visually Impaired (BCVI). 
And here I thank my mother Joan Musa for her vision and 
unwavering commitment to lead a-not-for-profit institution 
in a society that is often unconcerned or indifferent to the 
needs of its citizens.
 
Today we pause to offer deep respect to the family of 
Rowan – his mother Milagro, his Father Joe and his sister 
Asia and all their extended family members. In the face 
of uncertainty, they raised their child to strive for self-
determination and self-realization. We live in a society 
that struggles with owning the concept of independence, 
CLIMB WALK DIVE, is a record of ownership.

It is now our responsibility to make sure that as many of 
our Belizean children read and learn the story of CLIMB 
WALK DIVE. It is a story they will never forget. It is a story 
for the ages…

Respect Rowan….

Climb Walk Dive
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The Tide

Andre Marsden

There is indeed a tide
That ever rises
Racing to shore and breaking there
At least in form
Its foamy spume claimed the pier
That we last made love on
Battered it on a commerce anvil
Rubbed the crudely hewn surface until it shone
even at night
as a gleaming modern seaport,
Aegis and anathema
To parting lovers on their final night
Alone together at sea.

It now shines softer but
Brighter still
Than the light of the guard who found us 
that night, whom we felt 
must have been laughing inside himself 
as he led us away.  
The tide crashed.  

He died in the spray 
of bullets during a robbery.  
Despite what they tell his children, 
there was no bravery.  
Just a man 
armed only with light and 
the ill-fitting disguise of authority 
standing before those devils 
and the sea.

We comfort ourselves 
with talk of how smoothly shaped 
this blue world is.  
This ebb will flow to other shores.  
This loss will find them that-made it. 
Justice is a thing not meted by man 
but a force as natural as the pull of the moon.  
But we know better, don’t we, my darling?  
Home is never what it used to be.  
Children and wives never cease to grieve.  
And you will never return to me.  
Not without breaking against 
your pioneered shore.  

This tide ever rises.  
We are tossed on rough seas. 
 

background illustration: Rasheed Palacio



untitled

Katie Usher

Know that i wait at the horizon of my emotions for 
your love.
That i ask the sky to kiss you with sun rays and 
breeze.
That the room you vacated in my heart, waits 
for you with dust on the shelves, and everything 
untouched like Ms. Havisham's wedding feast.

May 11, 2016 Untitled

Katie Usher

And do you know?
Sometimes i tell the wind
i love you
the stars
Even dark rooms, open vastness 
Fields and green
Horizons holding back hurricanes
Contained in cobalt, trapped inside turquoise
Abandoned in azure

You can't hear 
But it all must be said
Dilated vessels: these proclamations
They surface 
Punctual and painful and certain as unfertilized 
ova
Break down and through
Disappointed, relieved, empty

June 4, 2016

untitled

Katie usher

Who is it?
Asks the algorithm
i am, i respond
In spite of the tiny man who told me, he never 
loved me not once, of all our 3 years together
In spite of the people at the TV station who told 
me, i should fix my crazy, if i wanted to work there
In spite of every failed relationship, where 'love' 
sparked a firelove inside me, only to have it extin-
guished by scared little boys in the guise of men
i still believe in love
i still believe in me
i still am, what i am

Sweat stained, love struck, ego bruised and such
Vulnerable, exposed, shorn, shunned
i am me still

29.4.16
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LSD

Jenelle Arceli Logan

I open my eyes so I can see 
Outside my soul
Through fragmented shards 
The fabric of reality.
The insignificance of me..
Reverberating through my bones
Answers to questions still unbeknown
Perfect projection in every dream
Travelling realms
Ever changing nothing is as it seems
A flawed design
Too pensive a mind
Grows a hunger for knowledge and power 
divine
Seeking a truth hidden within
Confined to a body 
Destructed by sin
And all I long to be
Is formless and free.

background illustration: Rasheed Palacio



Respect Our Invisible Line

They say an innocent life was lost
But it was our boarder lines that were illegally crossed.
Standing on our jewel; land of the free and home of the brave
Come on, did you really think those warning shots would make MY BDF cave? 
With pride & resilience they stood their ground
Gun shot for gun shot; pound for pound.
An innocent life lost is what Guatemala would have you believe
We see it as Chiquibul to them its just money trees.
Unfortunately for us we lack the man power that they don’t.. 
But give up on the BDF & Coast Guard? I WONT 
I'm a Belize, strong and true
I'd pick up a gun for my country.. 
Would you?

- Aisrep

New Age Love Story

I would have been down for you the way
Jay started off with Bey
but you see, you men are all the same
and honestly its the society to blame 
three girls are better than one in this day and age
the feelings are skin deep
words so shallow
every time they say i love you it sound so hallow
i dont even know why im writing this down
cause its not like you men will ever come around
still stuck with that childish metality
but a girls heart is not your play ground.
and its not to say we can&apos;t flip the script
some of these chicks are all about d**ks and dollars, Gucci and pradas
so many babies, so many different fathers
being bad is what its about 
but how can you be bad with rodents all in your house? 
hair did, nails did
damn babe you lookin fly
but are you really wasting your rent money to get the attention of all these guys? 
Hey ma, let me tell you something
that guy right there could be a child molester or a woman beater
see you dont know. you&apos;re blinded by the cash, but what are you gonna do when he finally beat 
your a**? 
so i guess you could say times have changed
i dont think this love thing will ever be the same.

- Airsep



WHEN MY DAUGHTER GROWS UP

Chante Pascascio

When my daughter grows up I'd like her to gain from her mother's bank of wisdom
A wisdom from years of life-schooling and everything that's been done
When my daughter grows up and she tries to smile to dispel her fears
I'll be the first to recognize her pretense and encourage the flow of tears
When my daughter grows up and becomes too familiar with hurt
I'll teach her that there's a way to give your all and still maintain your worth
When my daughter grows up and comes home riddled with bullets of lies
I'll be sure to keep a listening ear for I know of those late night cries
When my daughter grows up and gets drunk on those "I love you too"s
I'll teach her that in order to love someone, you must have a greater love for YOU
When my daughter grows up and gets her heart broken by a boy who wasn't raised right
I'll tell her that no matter how much you care, not everyone's worth the fight
When my Daughter grows up and frustration forces her to lash out with her tongue
I'll shower her with love 'Cause I've been there when everything goes wrong
When my daughter grows up and is told that having standards is weird
I'll tell her of my friends who echoed those words; how they were all so unprepared 
When my daughter grows up and inquires how her mother knows so much
I'll tell her of my past grievances that has softened my own touch
And when my daughter grows into success, I'll be proud 'cause I watched as she rose
When my daughter grows up she'll be prepared for the world when my eyes decide to close.
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61

Onando St. Bernard

The hand was dealt,
the stage blue,
the weather bright,
hearts full of light,
gone from conflict, 
new horizon,
new hope new life.

The hand stolen,
ship stranded,
cries calling, 
upon the insatiable blue.

Now fear true, 
refugee to forever live at sea,
food waning thirst growing, 
hope evaporating,
life slipping. 

61 there were none of this age,
but of varying number to babies of 1,
horror growing tears streaming parents dying,
baby adopted by cruel inevitable fate. 

True meaning to glimmer of hope,
NATO might human light, 
NATO nearby,
gave only a flyby,
perhaps the refugee stain,
was not for their pure plains.

Human hand cannot condemn,
cruel action of such degree,
have man responsible be,
adopted by cruel inevitable fate.

Fellow man left to expire,
all to drop and die,
baby removed of worth,
stolen close to birth,
oh how we cry of our humanity.  

HOPELESSNESS

Onando St. Bernard

The people here are dying
None more are trying 
Heads hang down 
All with frowns 
Prefer to behold the dirt 
Than to have upturned faces to the sky. 
None breathe, all choke
Hatred is survival 
Amongst the climate of charlatans. 
Indifference breeds in children 
Born from parents’ unimaginable defeats,
The unnatural is now normal and death lays 
waste to the mind.
War ensues, all suffer
Idealism was the first to go. 
Leadership soon submerged 
Values were crucified, it too cried out.
Man destroyed from men with childlike hands 
Did its worst to men of man,
Love to breed hate destroyed our light.
And so Love is gone unrecognizable in this time 
of ours.
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We are a collective of Belizean women visual artists 
who have been meeting consecutively for the past 
five months, having held our first meeting in February 
2016.  The collective is comprised of seven women 
visual artists from the Cayo and Belize Districts.  

Women artists in Belize are largely unexposed to some 
of the harsh realities in a largely male-dominated art 
world.  With this in mind, we meet regularly with the 
objective of supporting each other in our art work, 
while advancing collectively in the development of a 
shared vision.

The group’s mentor is prominent Canadian artist Dr. 
Winsom Winsom who has been sharing valuable 
insight at each of the meetings, facilitating a workshop 
at the first meeting entitled “The simple business of 
art – how to protect your creativity”. 

The collective mostly meets at the Belize Soul Project 
–Space for the Creative Arts in San Ignacio for its 
monthly meetings, with the women sharing space 
to get to know and inspire each other and holding 
discussions to develop guidelines for the group.

At its last meeting on 2 July, the collective celebrated 
members’ recent accomplishments, current projects, 
personal challenges and dreams, while holding its 
usual discussions related to protection of intellectual 
property, art history and art techniques.

The BWAC’s founding members are Bianca Isabella, 
Briheda Haylock, Karla Giovanna, Katie Numi Usher, 
Minita, Miriam Antoinette and Stacy Ann.

The collective’s first group show entitled “RADICAL” 
is scheduled to open at the Image Factory in Belize 
City on 2 December 2016.  The Belizean Women’s 
Art Collective looks forward to showcasing our art and 
interacting with the public at that time.  

Belizean Women’s Art Collective 

[BWAC]



Marvin Vernon



Eden's Serenity

Kyo D’Assassin

When you cry, 
the wind stops breathing
Butterflies no longer sing
The moon makes you its center
Dimming lights for your monologue
God bends His ears
towards your vibration
She speaks the universe
into her whim
The cosmos dances to her grin
Her fingers brighten the stars,
As they touch
Whole is you, Woman
Everything else, an extension



Midnight Nightmare

Briheda Haylock

numb
lost
betrayed

empty are the things that i feel, when the shadow 
overcomes me. 
secrets untold, words unsaid, a souless body is all  
that i am. 
lifeless,hopeless and dead.

i cry inside hoping one day i will be heard. 
my burdens purified.
fighting for a voice when the clock strikes 12.
fighting for my life when the lights go out.

the light burning inside slowly fades. 
the voices in my head go quiet
 my escape is the tears trickling down my face. 
who am i but a souless body? 
who am i but an object on the wall? 
who am i but your midnight secret. 

my thoughts of suicide arise.
 when will i die to wash this feeling permanently.
 i question my sanity when i return to the world 
once again. 
i ask my self am i crazy? am i the one to blame? 

my innocence is gone, my hope is gone,
my life has ended in ways you cannot understand.
what  am i is a lie of the innocent.
conflicted about what's real and what's fake,
 
at 1:15a.m i ask my candle burning, 
when will i wake up from this nightmare? 
when will i be free from this torture?

his reply: CRY HELP!
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